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ABSTRACT
Continuous Flow Analysis
of Non-casein Protein

in Milk

by
Robert S. White, Master of Science
Utah State University,

1972

Major Professor:
Dr. Gary H. Richardson
Department: Nutrition and Food Sciences
The Technicon AutoAnalyzer II was evaluated
quantitation

of non-cas ein protein

f or colorimetric

(NCP) in milk.

measurement of proteins

mated method and found to be accurate
casein protein
law.

in milk.

protein.

standard deviation
0.90.

was adapted to the auto-

in the determination

by Jifference

determin ed by in£r a1eJ rnilk anal ysis
In the analysis

The Lowry method

of non-

The automated Lowry method obeyed Beer's

Casein content was calculated

protein

for automatic

between total

(IRfvlA)and non-casein

of twenty-fiv e replicate

was 0.32 and the coefficient

The casein content as a percentage

milk of cows in the Utah State University

milk samples, the

of variability

of total

protein

was

in the

dairy herd was found to

vary from 41.0 to 81.3 %.

The automated or continuous flow method

was affected

as 0.05% (w/w) mercuric chloride,

by as little

ical preservative

a chem-

used in milk, whereas potassium dichromate and

formaldehyde had insignificant

effects

upon the assay.

(78 pages)

INTRODUCTION
During the last

half century,

into a highly organized business.

the dairy industry
The control

has developed

of solids

content

in

milk and accounting for the same has centered mainly around the fat
portion

of the milk.

"Early recognition
flavor,

According to D. A. Biggs (unpublished studies):

of the contribution

of milk fat to quality

plus the discovery of a practical

acceptance

as a controlling

factor

fat test,

in the price

of the consequences has been that many selective
have been designed to increase

fat production.

became widespread in the industry,

trends were changing.

and advertisement

breeding programs

a belief

of dairy products.
in dairy products,

value of protein

has diminished

the importance of the fat content of milk and has shifted

recent

selective

protein

production

source of protein.

Consequently,

more

(Biggs, unpublished studies).

the protein

content of milk in confirmation

Netherlands

researchers.

selection

attention

breeding programs have been aimed at increasing

Horlamus (56) demonstrated that selective

that attempts

that

Advice to d crease fat constunption

of the nutritional

to milk as an inexpensive

One

Testing for fat

While fat was becoming a monitor of quality
dietary

led to its

structure."

and this created

fat was the most important constituent

and

to increase

would increase

breeding can increase

of claims of some

Wilcox, Gaunt, and Farthing
the protein
the protein

(126) indicated

content of milk by direct
percentage

but result

in a

2

correlated

loss in milk yield.

would result
efficient

in a correlated

as direct

Protein
of cheese,

Direct selection
increase

selection

levels

in protein

for milk yield alone
yield that is 92% as

for protein.

in milk are especially

important in the manufacture

the demand for which is growing in the United States.

Higher protein
determination

content in the milk means greater
of protein

levels

yields.

in milk is essential

That the

in efforts

to

maximize cheese yields has been demonstrated by N. R. Gandhi and
G. H. Richardson

(unpublished studies).

(IRMA)to quantitate

total

protein

Using infrared

levels

milk analysis

in mixed herd samples in

various areas of the state of Utah, they found an average total

protein

content of 2.8% in one area of the state where a low cheese yield was
obtained at the factory.
protein

If a substantial

in milk was non-casein protein,

problems existed.

In similar

studies

proportion

of the total

it is understandable
total

protein

ranging from 2.4

to 4.4% was observed on milk samples from individual

animals.

The work of Gandhi and Richardson was substantiated
Irvine,

and Biggs (unpublished studies)

2.9 to 3 .4% total

protein

why yield

who reported

by Cziardo,

a variability

in the Ontario milk market.

With these

values representing

bulk mixed herd milk, it is easy to realize

numerous individual

animals varied much beyond these levels.

levels

represented

considerable
the province.

averages for the entire

variation

within milk arriving

province;

caused cheese plants

to experience low cheese yields.

that
These

thus there was

at different

Those herds found to be low in protein

of

plants

production

in

3

Cziardo,
great variation

Irvine,

and Biggs (unpublished studied)

in average casein values in mixed plant milk.

evidence can be found supporting
in milk.

Jenness et al.

(104) have all reported
casein in milk.
certainly

also observed

the variability

(58), Brunner et al.
considerable

should be monitored,

especially

of the casein content
(13), and Starkenburg

variation

If this kind of variability

Further

in the quantity
exists,

of

then it

in milk used for cheese

manufacture.
Yet, for all the importance put on the determination
in milk, such quantitation

has been less than enthusiastically

attempted on a large scale.

This has been primarily

time and expense involved in the analysis
srunples by classical
least

techniques.

formol titration,
researchers

involve at

(126) used Kjeldahl

employing orange -G and amido black dyes,

and steam distillation

.

They mentioned that other

were unable to measure the protein

the implication

all

For example, the extensive

s tudy conducted by Wilcox, Gaunt, and Farthing
colorimetry

due to the

of a large number of

These procedures

one time-consuming manual step.

digestion,

of protein

that existing

content of milk with

procedures were either

too time-

consuming or inadequate or both.
A breakthrough

in automating total

protein

analysis

caJne with

the development of IRJ\1A. Using IRJ\1A,DeMediros (26) spearheaded a
large-scale
quantitative
California
to evaluate

analytical
operation

program for protein
was enthusiastically

cooper a tive dairymen.
sire

selection

determination.

His

supported by his

In addition,

the IRJ\1A
has helped

for high volume milk containing

more

4

protein,

aroused greater

and provided a straight

interest

in a mastitic

control

forward program of pricing

protram,

related

to both

fat and solids-not-fat.
Since cheese conswnption remains a very bright
dairy industry,
quantity

it is imperative

and quality

Specifically,

that more be learned about the

of the protein

involved in cheese manufacture.

a study is needed to determine how casein levels

with relationship

to total

protein

content.

adequa te methods for measuring protein,
rapidly,

spot in the

vary

There have not been

especially

casein,

economically,

or accurately.

The purpose of this work has been to develop a continuous and
automated method for the quantitation

of non-casein

casein content of milk can then be calculated
total

protein

variation

The
between

milk analysis

(IRMA)

This approach was then applied to study the

of the casein content

dairy herd.

by difference

determined for example by infrared

and non-casein protein.

protein.

in the milk of the Utah State University

5

REVIEW
OF LITERAWRE
Definition

and characterization

The classical
precipitated
typically

of casein
of casein is that portion of skirrrrnilk

definition

by acid at pH 4.6 (13).
insoluble

at its

be pH 4.6 to 4.7 (97).

Casein is a protein

isoelectric

point,

Thompson et al.

generally

is a heterogenous group of phosphoproteins

material

precipitated

sodium acetate

contrary,

to define casein as the

long into the twentieth

Warner (118) reported

1925 when solubility

studies

a mixture of proteins.

Jenness et al.

the theory being

some evidence to the

showed that casein was

Warner (118) characterized

while more recent studies

(58) declared

(99) was composed of at least

these

by Hipp et al.

of casein by chemical means.

that the classical

obtained by the Rowland procedure involving

Jenness et al.

century,

that the Harnrnersten theory was not

(53,54) centered around fractionation

caseins.

acid-

of Harnrnersten as quoted by

Al though Mann (70) presented

conponents electrophoretically

y

from skimmilk

to be "one of the best examples of a pure,

mainly on the contentions

disproved until
definitely

precipitated

(HOAc-NaOAc)
buffer.

homogenous protein"

Warner (ll8).

that whole casein

from cows milk at pH 4.6 by an acetic

Casein was considered

perpetuated

accepted to

(105) extended the definition

to include the parameter of temperature by declaring

at pH 4.6 and 20C. Moir (80) preferred

that is

three different

(58) reported

casein fraction

isoelectric

precipitation

proteins:

a variation

a-, B-, and

in casein content

6

of skirmnilk of 2.2-3.5 g/100 ml with a breakdown range for a of
(1.4-2.3),

S (0.5-1.0),

"the protein

fraction

and y (0.06-0.22).
precipitated

They defined casein as

by acidifying

raw skirmnilk to

pH 4.6 to 4.7" that "comprises about 80% of the proteins
consists

of a mixture of three principal

caseins."

Brunner et al.

the skirmnilk protein
whole casein,

proteins

pattern

and protein

Other studies
fractions

exist

14-24%. Of the classical

a made up 45-63%, S 19-28%, and y 3-7%. These

valued were based on Rowland nitrogen
phoretic

components, a-, S-, and y

(13) found that casein comprised 76-86% of

and non-casein

fraction

of milk and

distribution

yield studies

data and electro-

(53,58,64,95,99,102).

have shown that additional

fractions

and sub-

(14,106,127).

Casein precipitation
The traditional
preliminary
its

and classical

precipitation

isoelectric

of the protein.

with the solvent
solubility

Isoelectric
may be isolated.
by rennin,

Precipitation

of casein at

point is most cormnon. At the isoelectric

net charge on the casein micelle

of least

method of measuring casein requires

salting

is zero, electrostatic

point,

interactions

in an aqueous medium approach a minimum, and a state
is attained.
precipitation

is not the only method whereby casein

Dumazert and Bozzi-Tichadou

(30) used coagulation

out by K2HP04 -KH2P04 solution,

and precipitation

by Cdso to isolate the casein fraction of milk in addition to
4
precipitation
at the isoelectric
point by an HOAc-NaOAc
buffer.
When casein was measured colorimetrically
the first

the

three methods gave practically

by the biuret
identical

reaction,

values;

casein

7

samples precipitated
slightly

isoelectrically

higher values.

Jakubowski, Sienkiewicz,

have also used coagulation
Thomas, and Coulter

by rennin to isolate

conditions

Anions have been reported

other divalent

the acidic

side.

dependent:

of sulfate,

anions precipitated

of phosphate and citrate

for preparing

(pH 3.2) did not.

Precipitation

by von Hippel and Waugh (116).

naturally

present

U$e of acids as precipitants
53,54,55,73,103)

and acetic

and

concentrations

precip itation

zone on

pH the greater

the

in the casein micelle

is cormnon. Hydrochloric

(32,64,66,95,97)

is

(17,29,31,

acids are frequently

of HCl between O .1 N and 1 . 0 N are most usual.
procedure is that of Warner (69,118).

a- and S- casein fractions

precipitation

pyrophosphate,

(128)

(128). A method
of Na so required for precipitation
2 4
casein at pH 6.6-7.0, in an aqueous environment, and

described

separated

Zittle

was also found to be markedly pH

only cations

rrost refined

casein.

The presence of sulfate

broadens the isoelectric

utilizing

Concentrations

casein from a

casein while similar

the lower the pH below isoelectric

concentration

Cluskey,

of pH and ionic composition.

to precipitate

concentrations

in casein solutions

casein.

system using sodium carboxymethyl

under controlled

found that 0.00~

and Nowak (57)

(20) attempted to precipitate

simulated milk ultrafiltrate
cellulose

with HOAc-NaOAc
buffer gave

The

Warner (118)

in skimmilk using differential

with HCl.

Trichloroacetic

(final

concentration

12%) and phosphotungstic

and phosphomolybdic acids have been employed also as precipitating
agents (1,43).

used.

8

Precipitation
on the addition

with either
of sufficient

point of casein.

hydrochloric

or acetic

acid to lower the pH to the isoelectric
point of casein is most corrnnonly

The isoelectric

placed at 4.6 although pHs in the range 4.5-4.7
the literature

acid is based

are not unusual in

(l,3,13,16,17,29,31,53,54,55,58,73,80,95,103,105).

OptiITU.llll
precipitation

of casein has been supposedly observed at pH

values not within this range, the extremes being pH 4.20 and pH 4.89
(79).
Moir (79) attributed

the beginnings of the idea of isoelectric

precipitation

to Watennan (119,120).

precipitation

acquired theoretical

chemists,

"Long before"
significance

and a mathematical definition

dissociation

was developed,

depended upon its relative
conditi ons (21).
i.soelectr·c

[isolation]

under certain

of casein
specified

Al though Watennan experienced difficulty

separation

and turbidity

from the colliodal

in tenns of electrolytic

the purification
insolubility

isoelectric

at first,

he was able to overcome filtration

problems (121,122,123).

become the most effective

with his

Isoelectric

precipitation

method to quantitatively

precipitate

has
casein,

and the work of Watennan has developed into two widely recognized
methods of the Association
16.043, eleventh

edition,

of Official

Agricul tural

Chemists (16.042-

1970).

Owing to varying ionic composition and pH of milk samples, the
use of acetate
97).

buffers

as precipitants

has grown (16,19,30,64,66,88,

According to Lebennann (66), the buffering

great that it must be properly
casein at its

isoelectric

point.

of cow's milk is so

consiclered in precipitation
Acetate buffers

of several

of the
compositions

9

and buffer

capacities

of precipitating

have been suggested,

a filtrate

casein from skinrn1ilk with a high capacity
with a pH very near the isoelectric

be obtained which has a variation
Increasing
pitation

the buffer capacity

Petersen

at which maximumprecipitation
series

decreases

of the casein solution
(88), continuing

of acetate

buffers

point may

of only 0.04 pH unit

(120).

the pH of maximumpreci-

because the pll of minimum solubility

concentration

as possible.

the casein as close to pH 4.6-4.7

By precipitating
buffer,

all with the purpose

varies

with the salt

(97).

the work of Waterman, studied

the pH

of casein occurred by preparing

a

made from N HOAcand N NaOH. Very slightly

higher casein values were obtained

from buffers

prepared from 250 ml

HOAcand 75 and 100 ml of NaOHthan those containing
less NaOH. The milk buffer mixtures

in these

b10

either

more or

cases were reported

to have had pH values of 4.321 and 4.484 respectively.
Moir (79) and Rowland (97) also exp rirnented with the use of
buffer mixtures

to effect

hydrone electrode,

isoelectric

precipitation

Using a quin-

Moir (79) found that a mixture of 90 ml of N HOAc

gave a pH of 4.42.
and 35 ml of N NaOl-1
the same as th e one that Petersen
only in buffer

.

capacity.

This buffer was essentially

(88) used later,

!vbir's buffer

effectively

the two differing
precipitated

milks of widely varying composi tion within the comparatively

narrow

range of pH 4.59-4.74.
Rowland (97) showed that maximumprecipitation
when 10% HOAcand N NaOHwere used in the ratios
pI--1
of the filtrates

or casein occurred
of 3:2 of 1:1 and the

obtained were 4 . 73 and 4.66 respectively.

10
Rowland persisted

in th e one-at-a-tune

addition

of acetic

acid

and sodium acetate

to milk samples, claiming that "the addition

the milk of acetic

acid and sodium acetate

form of a buffer
results,

giving a suitable

final

as Moir showed, in incomplete

at the same time, in the
pH for the mixture,

casein precipitation

In so doing, they seemed to have ignored the finding
However, buffers

resulting

Moir precipitated

from a relatively

acid-sodium acetate

acid at pl! 4.2 (4.23).

conditions

gave similar

rates

of both by NaOBrunder

by acetic

pH 4. 23 was 0.405 g N/100 ml milk while the nitrogen
at pl! 4.65 by the acetic

0.410 g N/100 ml milk.

is the possibility
point will result

precipitation

of

above that at the iso-

in incomplete precipitation

while a pH

point will cause dissolution

Mascre and Bouchara (74) have discovered

of up to 20% formal to the milk required

for precipitation

content of the

had a pl-I of 3. 74.

with isoelectric

that a pH slightly

sligh tly below that at the isoelectric

that addition

acid alone at

Lebermann (66) found that optimum precipitation

One of th e problems associated

of some of the precipitate.

respectively.

acid-ace tate buffer was

occurred when the IIOAc-NaOAc
buffer precipitant

electric

buffer

Digestion of

for each reaction

Nitrogen content of the casein precipitated

casein

(88).

range of pH values .

the two samples of casein by NaOHand oxidation

casein precipitated

of Petersen

this narrow range of

larger

casein using an acetic

at pH 4.6 (4.65) and 10% acetic

comparable

(97).

readings which ranged from 0.374 to 0.731

Work by Moir (80) has substantiated

readings

always

having an average pH of 4 . 680 to 4.177 resulted

in average casein nitrogen
(88).

to

of the casein but less nitrogen

more I-IOAc

was le ft in solution

11

after precipitation

and there was less dissolution

casein UJX>naddition

of the precipitated

of acid.

Methods of measuring casein
The estimation
limitations

of casein based on fat content

(2) has serious

(although accuracy is claimed to be equal to that of

chemical analyses
percentage of total

(2)) as does the calculation
protein

(65).

Flourimetric

of casein as a fixed
analysis

of casein

soluti ons has been pro:pJsed by Timita (107) using the dye sodium
l-phenyl-naphthylamine-8
exci tation

-sulfonate

and measuring fluouresence

at an

frequency of 365 run.

Fleury and Eberhard (32) have suggested a gravimetric
approach after

acid precipitation

analytic

with HOAc. This method is said

to be in close accord with standard methods.
Ha.rt (50,51), Van Slyke and Bosworth (111,112), and P£yl and
Turner (90) all have advocated a volt.unetric analysis.

Hart (SO) pointed

out the µeed of a simple test for casein corresponding
test for fat.
dilute

His procedure calls

for precipitation

HOAcwith the fat being dissolved

collected

by centrifuging

into a pellet

to the Babcock

of the casein by

in CHC1
3 . The casein is
and read directly in a gradu-

ated tube.
Estimation of casein by ferric
suggested by Arny and Schaefer (5).
known titer

alum as the precipitant
An excess of ferric

is employed, followed by estimation

in the filtrate,

and calculation

casein in the precipitation.

was
alt.un of

of the unused iron

of the amount of iron used by the

12

Another method (92) involves determination
measuring the heat of coagulation
milk diluted
buffer

at pH 4.6.

of casein by
A 100 ml sample of

1:1 with H20 was coagulated with 10 ml of HOAc-NaOAc

in a specially

in temperature

constructed

30C thermostat.

is said to occur in five minutes.

The maximumrise
Using thermal data,

casein content could be determined.
Assays for casein based on nephelometric
developed by Kober (62) and Deniges (27).
dilution

of the milk sample, extraction,

resuspension

measurements have been

The former met hod involves
centrifugation~

and finally

of the casein for comparision with a standard.

The first
refractometry

apparent attempt to detennine

casein content by

was made by Robertson (94) in 1909.

Improvements were

made by Brereton an<l Sharp (11), who used a dipping refractometer,
achieve an accuracy of one part in seventy.
(100) further

simplified

immersion refractometer

Schober and coworkers

the Brereton and Sharp method using an
to obtain results

in close agreement with

those of the Kjeldahl method.

Other refractometric

have been carried

(60) and Hansson (46), the latter

out by Joost

having presented
refractometric

an equation fo r determining
readings and the fat content.

has been demonstrated
Kjeldahl
statistical

(91).

to be very accurate

showed no significant

assays and studies

casein using two
The Hansson method

when compared with the

Muenchberg, Leskova, and Svastics

analysis

to

state

differences

that
between the

two methods (83).
1he Kjeldahl procedure to determine nitrogen
protein

using the factor

in the literature.

content

(and thus

6. 38) is perhaps the met hod found most of t en

The Kjeldahl procedure consists

of an oxidation

13
of all carbonaceous material
nitrogen

in the sample by H2so4 during which the

is converted to the form (NH4 ) so4 .
2

Upon neutralization

of the H so , NH is liberated into a known quantity of boric acid
3
2 4
and the amount of nitrogen present is calculated by means of a back
titration

(3).

Automation of the Kjeldahl procedure to determine total
nitrogen

in milk was accomplished by Brisson

AutoAnalyzer System (Technicon Industrial
York 10591).

(12) using the Technicon

Systems, Tarrytown, New

Twenty samples per hour were analyzed with an accuracy

of 1% based on the standard deviation

of the differences

standard Kjeldahl and the AutoAnalyzer methods.
flow assay for total

nitrogen

between the

Another continuous

was developed by .Joe, Sakai, and Moffitt

(59).
Experiments have shown that a semimicro Kjeldahl procedure was
as accurate

as the macro methods for the determination

in milk samples (76,77,101).
are usually detemined

Accuracy of various

on the basis of their

of nitrogen

analytical

methods

agreement with the

Kjeldahl method (28).
Chibnall and coworkers (18) claimed that Kjeldahl estimations
of nitrogen
especially

in proteins

hydrolysates

if micro-methods were used.

the digestion
proteins

and protein

hydrolysates

due largely

of the Kjeldahl procedure

cause was that

They cl aimed that with

it was necessary

heating for eight hours or more after
variation

One possible

period has been too short.

and protein

gave low results,

the digest

to continue the

has cleared.

A

in which the NH3 liberated is
to the glutamine and asparagine content of milk proteins
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is the Kofranyi method (63,85).
as fast

as the Kjeldahl,

conditions

required

Although claimed to be ten times

the closely

standardized

were a disadvantage.

A method (114) using perhydrol
nitrogen

controlled

enabled determination

and phosphorus in the same milk sample.

compared to the Kjeldahl method were reported
of organic substances
of the catalysts;
combustion.

accelerated

of

Advantages

to be:

oxidation

three to four times; elimination

elimina tion of foaming and splashing

Somewhat higher results

during

were obtained on protein

and

casein by this method compared to the Kjeldahl due to lower losses
of organic substances
Ti trimetric

during combustion.

assays of casein have been attempted.

using NaOHas the titrant
been used on occasion

and phenolphthalein

(44,45,75,87,113).

method of Van Slyke (113) which is typical
was not as accurate

ferric

Moir (79) stated

refractometric

method (49) were not as accurate

the formal titration

found that disturbances
colloidal

with an oxalate
titr:inetric

method

potentiometric

as the Kjeldahl.

in the titration

(8,71,83).

titrimetric
Pyne (93)

caused by side reactions

phosphates could be remedied by treating

prior

content

centrifugal

Several workers have improved on the above general

involving

that the

method (94), Arny and Schaeffer's

method (5), and Harris'

method by substituting

has

of those just mentioned

Moir also claimed that Hart's

alum titration

titration

as the indicator

as those procedures based on the nitrogen

of the precipitate.
(50), Robertson's

A method

to formaldehyde titration.

method had an accuracy of only 3% (86).

milk

However, the formal
Furthermore,

this
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method assumed a standard percentage of casein in the milk which has
been shown to be incorrect
a variation

(13,58).

The so-called

of the formol titration,

Walker method (117),

has been developed and improved

upon (72,99).
Recently developed assay procedures
niques.

The dye-binding

milligrams

capacity of a protein

dye and protein

constant
(6).

of proteins

(ni t rogen X 6.38).

assumes a stoichoimetric

reaction

to bind certain

However, the dye-binding

than that of the sennn proteins
Thus, the dye-binding

dyes.

Treece, Gilmore, and

test

capacity

for individual

of milk and may be misleading

with the Kjeldahl

of casein is different

(D. A. Biggs, personal

which may be abnormal, may incorrectly

correspondence) .

cows, especially

quantitate

in predicting

protein

precipitation

and protein

cheese yields.

content of the filtrate

of the casein.

after

Ashworth
by measuring

isoelectric

Zhebrovskii and Pavlyuchenko (127)

developed a method based on the adsorption
followed by fractional

those

the casein content

(7) determined the casein content of milk by dye-binding
total

between

Udy (110) developed an assay based on the

Fechheimer (108) found this method to agree closely
method.

tech-

is defined as the

of dye bound per milligram of protein

This dye-binding

capacity

include dye-binding

precipitation

of dye by the milk proteins,

and colorimetric

analysis

by

difference.
Colorimetric

assays are also numerous .

employed the xanthoproteic
this reaction,
protein

nitration

reaction

Buruiana (14,15,16)

has

to determine casein levels.

of U1e protein

solution

precipitates

which on heating produces a lemon yellow color.

In
the

When this
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acidic mixture is neutralized
Routine colorimetric
standard

with base, a burnt orange color results.

determination

(3,12).

Others have devised colorimetric
of casein

(37), including

and the colorimetric

tyrosine

biuret

are the biuret
test

solution
yields

involves

techniques

the perhydrol

assay of Vereshchagina

procedures

the addition

color.

of a strong alkali

(68).

The

to a protein

Cuso4 solution,

which

The color is allowed to develop for 30

minutes at room temperature
at 540 nm (30,32,33).

(114)

for determining

method and that of Lowry et al.

followed by a few drops of a dilute
a violet

for the quantitation

index method of Goiffon (41).

The two most commoncolorimetric
protein

=

a Cr 2o7 or Mn04

is made against

and then the color intensity

Using the procedure of preparing

is read
the biuret

reagent according to Weichselbatun (124), an analysis

for protein

been automated using the Technicon AutoAnalyzer II.

Such an apparatus

was used at Rutgers University

to monitor bacterial

In the Lowry method, the protein
copper reagent

Ciocalteau

respectively)

is mixed well with a

the protein-copper

mixture.

protein

of Na2co3 in

of Cuso4 ·5H20 in 1% sodiwn or potassium

and allowed to stand for ten minutes.

phenol reagent

copper treated

growth (4).

(a 50:1 mixture composed of a 2% solution

O.lON NaOHand a 0.5% solution
tartrate

solution

has

diluted

Falin-

with water to N acid is added to

A blue-violet

color is developed as the

mixture reduces the Falin reagent.

minutes or longer at room temperature,
500 nm depending on the concentration

After 30

the color is read at 750 nm or
of the protein

sbluti on.
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\.\Jhile casein
described,

is measured directly

indirect

calculation

in a majority

of the methods

of casein is widely accepted.

the Rowland method (98) and AOACmethod 16.043 (eleventh
1970) determine casein nitrogen
nitrogen

and the non-casein

the precipitation

as the difference

nitrogen

of casein.

determined on the filtrate

means.

between total

direct

on the precipitate

lipids

error

factors

itself.

(17), acid precipitated

casein,

and

According to

casein contains

4.5-7.0%

Rowland (98) argued, however, that

for these volumes introduced

into the non -casein nitrogen

into the final

nitrogen.

giving lower values for casein than

on a dry weight basis.

orrection

casein

of casein by indirect

the volume of fat,

therefore

and Zittle

and non-casein

to the quantitation

other solids-not-fat,

Cerbulis

of casein.

(64) also quantitated

nitrogen

Such a procedure neglected

determinations

from

According to Ashworth (7), these two

Goiffon (41) and Larson and Rolleri

~1oir (79) objected

edition,

between the total

methods are the most widely used in the quantitation

as the difference

Both

casein nitrogen

figure

figure

an extremely sm::i.11

and a negligible

(when the quantitation

error
was

<lone by difference).
Distribution

of protein

nitrogen

in mi lk

Rowland (97) claimed that casein constituted
total

protein

of normal milk.

Rowland (99), casein nitrogen
with a range of 77.3 to 80.7%.

In individual

over 80% of the

samples tested

averaged 78.7% of the total

by
nitrogen

In bulk samples, the average was

78.3% with a range of 77.7 to 78.5%.
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Davies (24) found casein nitrogen

to be 76.7% of the total

Golding (42) obtained an average value of 76.5% for casein

nitrogen.

nitrogen while Shahani and Sormner (102) arrived
and 78.9% on studies
Three mastitic
suffered

of individual

and bulk samples respectively.

cows were studied by Rowland (99).

from acute mastitis.

had only slightly

at values of 76 . 6%

Cows Y and Z were clinical

inflamed quarters

of their milk revealed

Cow X

but bacteriological

examination

large numbers of S. agalac t iae.

was of normal appearance.
only 51.7% of the total

In cow X, casein nitrogen
nitrogen.

cases and

Their milk

represented

Cows Y and Z had values of 66.2

and 66. 8% respectively.
From this

study Rowland concluded:

i1ilk samples of normal appearance, produced by apparently
heal thy cows and having persistently
low content of solidsnot-fat, are of two kinds:
(a)samples from cows with occult
subclinical mastitis,
i.e. pathological samples; and
(b)samples from uninfected cows, th e cause of the low solidsnot-fat being physiological.
These kinds differ in chemical
composition.
The pathological samples have the low c~sein and
high soluble protein content of mastitis milk, on account of
the presence of an isotonic diluent containing only soluble
proteins.
The physiological cases have a normal protein
distribution."
1

Cziardo,

Irvine,

and Biggs (unpublished studies)

observed average

casein values in mixed plant milk to vary from 59 to 82% of th e total
protein.
ordinarily

Instead of finding
reported,

78-79% casein in the total

protein

as

they found that less than 76% casein was obtained

42 weeks out of the year.

The average in the province of Ont ario was

73-74% during the flush period .

during January and February.

The only time 76% was reached was

These workers also reported

that the
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serum protein

remained very stable

whereas non-protein
of 6.2%.

nitrogen

varied

from 3 to 13%with an average

This is higher than the 5.0% considered

to be a standard non-protein
Jenness et al.
(g casein/100
stated

in the Ontario market near 19.5 %

nitrogen

(58) have reported

by Rowland (98)

value.
a variation

ml of skinrrnilk) of 2 . 2-3.5g.

of casein content

Brunner et al.

that casein composed 76-85% of skirrnnilk protein.

(104) indicated

that milk of registered

fat content of 3. 6%varied

Holsteins

in solids-not-fat

(13)

Starkenburg

with an average

from 8.0 to 9.0%.

A comparison of casein content of milk of different

breeds of

cows is swnmarized in Table 1.

Table 1.

Comparison of casein content of milk of different
of cows

g casein/100
Brown
Swiss

Study

Ayrshire

(24)

--

--

(95)

2.64

-

(99)

(102)

-

--

breeds

ml skinrrnilk

Holstein
(Friesian)

Guernsey

Jersey

Shorthorn

--

--

--

2.53

2.78

2.38

2.88

2.72

-

--

2.36
2.60

2 .64
2.95
3.38
3.17

--

2.72
2.58
2.86
3.15

2.81

2 .42
2.54

2. 38
2.63
2.43

--

--

-
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Automation of protein

and nitrogen

Automated determination
and nitrogen

or continuous flow analysis

has grown rapidly

AutoAnalyzer system.

assays
of protein

with the advent of the Technicon

1bis system consists

each of which performs a specific
connected in a manner suitable

of a series

function.

to effect

of modules

1bese modules may be

nearly any wet chemistry.

The AutoAnalyzer is unique in that each sample passing through the
system experiences
reagent,

identical

volume, etc.

reaction

conditions

of time, temperature,

1bis kind of reproducibility

manually even by the most conscientious

cannot be achieved

technician

using the best

techniques.
Using this

apparatus,

total

been developed for fertilizers
(40), foodstuffs

nitrogen

and/or protein

and feeds (39,82),

(67), and brewing materials

however, are procedures designed to quantitate
protein

assays have

forages and grain

(38).
total

Of greater

interest,

nitrogen

and/or

in milk.

Adaptation of the Kjeldahl method for measuring total
has been described
digestion.
digested

by Brisson

Quantitation
nitrogenous

by colorimetric

(12).

1bis procedure features

of the protein

material

continuous

is obtained by reaction

with an alkaline

determination

protein

of the

phenol reagent followed

at 630 nm. 1be accuracy of this method

was 1% when compared with standard Kjeldahl determinations.
1be method of Canetta,
of protein

in milk is based on the dye-binding

groups of the arginine,
concentration

Stookey, and Zehnder (23) for determination

lysine,

and histidine

was determined colorimetrically

dye Orange -G because of superior

capacity
residues.

of the amino
Protein

at 420 nm using the

wash characteristics.

1be drawback

21
of this method is that
quantitated
Therefore,
yield,

individual

due to their

different

measurement of casein,

cannot be effected.

protein

components cannot be

dye-binding
critical

characteristics.

to predicting

cheese
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EXPERIMENT
AL METI
!ODS
Description

of Technicon AutoAnalyzer II instrumentation

Non-casein protein

was detennined

using the Technicon Auto-

Analyzer II system (Technicon Industrial

Systems, Tarrytown, New York

10591).
The AutoAnalyzer II uses continuous
are sequentially

aspirated

flowing analytical

stream.

create

to separate

a turbulent

The samples

from a sample tray into a continuous
A wash solution

sample for sample separation.
intervals

flow analysis.

is introduced

Air bubbles are injected

sample segments, maintain

between each
at two second

sample integrity,

flow which mixes th e sample, and clean the tubing.

Besides being continuous
each sample with identical

and automatic,
reaction

the AutoAnalyzer presents

parameters

of temperature,

time,

volume of rea gents, mixing, etc.
The system is composed of separat e modules, each of which perform
a separate
cables.

function

and are interco1~1ected

by tubing and electrical

These modules can be adapted to run a wide variety

chemical analyses

as is evident

from the literature.

AutoAnalyzer has become widespread

since its

there are more than 20,000 in operation
In the quantitation

of non-casein

Analyzer modules were employed:
3) continuous

filter,

6) recorder.

In addition

protein,

1) sampler,

4) water bath manifold,
to the regular

The use of the

introduction

in laboratories

of wet

in 1957;
worldwide.

the following
2) proportioning
5) colorimeter,

Technicon colorimeter

Autopump,
and
and
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recorder,
recorder

a Beckman spectrophotometer
were used together

model DBGand a Heath pH

as an alternate

readout system.

Filtration
A. Prior to the arrival
a temporary filter

system was devised to facilita

the rest of the analytical
A section

ID) was inserted

glass casing to give it rigidity.

rubber tubing encircled

held in a clamp.

was manually rotated

A piece of

Two of these structures

could be placed between them.
for effective

snugly

the glass so that the whole structure

and held in place such that a piece of filter

distance

te development of

system.

of pump tube (0.056 inches,

into a cylindrical

be better

of the Technicon continuous filter,

Using trial

filtration

could

were made, aligned,

paper (WhatmanNo. 41)
and error , the proper

was detennined.

The filter

to prevent casein precipitate

paper

from plugging the

tube.
This temporary filter
methods of quantitation
adequately

was used in the evaluation

of non-casein protein.

removed the casein predpitate

However, the data from evaluation

of all

the

The temporary filter

and gave a clear filtrate.

of the quantitative

procedures were

irreproducible.
One of two reasons for these poor results
irregular

air bubble pattern

promote sample integrity.
on the filter

in the filtrate

was traced to the
line which did not

Tne other was the redissolution

paper as the NH0H wash passed through.
4

of casein
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B.

The arrival

to the project.

of the continuous filter

brought a new dimension

It was found that precipitation

more easily

effected

within the filter

Preliminary

methods evaluated

of casein could be

block than in a mixing coil .

Each of the following methods were adapted to continuous flow
analysis

on the Technicon AutoAnalyzer before arrival

filter

so as to reflect

the steps of ordinary

of the continuo us

chemical analysis.

(22) ((NH ) so )
4 2 4
was attempted because it is a commonmeans of protein precipitation.

A.

of casein by arrrrnoniumsulfate

Precipitation

This procedure decreased the sticlry character
but precipitate

residue

still

of the casein precipitate

accumulated in the mixing coils .

The

(NH0H) wash .
4
using the Beckman-Heath

residue was reduced by implementing an arru11onium
hydroxide
Non-casein protein

was measured at 280

rm1

readout system (125).
B.

To eliminate

precipitate

was attempted using acetic
pitant

in coils,

casein precipitation

acid (1-!0Ac). Wich O.SJ\_J_
HOAcas the preci-

as the wash solution,

and l.O~NI\Ol--l

wash characteristics

residue

were obtained

a 1:1 sample to wash ratio.

good precipitation

and

at 20 samples per hour (sph) and

Precipitate

residue

was kept to a minimum

by having the milk sample enter the mixing coil through a platinum
nipple rather

than a 00 fitting.

of continuous operation

The only residue

was a slightly

visible

following

ring inside

six hours
the mixing

coil.
C.

Due to the pH variability

to isoelectrically
acetate

buffer

precipitate

of milk samples, a buffer was chosen

the casein.

An acetic

acid-sodium

(page 25) was prepared according to AOACmethod 16.042
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(eleventh

edition,

1970).

The precipitation

pH was monitored by

running a tube down the side of a combination pH elec trod e .
tube through which flowed the fully mixed precipitation

TI1e

reaction

system was held in place with tape so that the casein precipitate
and the accompanying aqueous phase emptied onto the electrode
above the wick.
with distilled

The casein precipitate

just

was washed off the electrode

water whenever there was sufficien t particulate

to interfere

casein

with the measurement of the pH of the aqueous phase.

A series

of experiments demonstrated

adjusted

to pH 4.48-4.50

gave a filtrate

that if the buffer system were

with HOAc, it precipitated

casein at and

pH of 4.60.

This concurred with the findings

of Petersen

(88).

The above

conditi ons were chosen over those of Lebermann (66) who used an
acetate

buffer precipitant

of pH 3. 74 which gave a pH below 4 .6.

A wash of 2!i NH40H proved satisfactory
increasing

the filtrate

pH.

While this method adequately
quantitation

of non-casein

protein

precipitated

the casein,

at 280 nm with th e Beckman-

lleath readout system proved unsuccessful
erratic

,vithout adversely

because of a wildly

readout pattern.

D. Assuming that measurement at 280 nm was difficult
a possible

turbidity

casein protein
procedures
Protein

problem, an attempt was made to quantitate

colorirnetrically

usin g the biuret

method.

by a buffer

composed of 250 ml of

non-

The

of Technicon AutoAnalyzer Methodology N-14b I/II:

and of Weichselbaurn (124) were adapted.

was effected

due to

Total

Casein precipitation
N HOAcand 125 ml of
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N NaOHper liter

of water and adjusted

The wash solution

was~

to pH 4.48-4.50

with HOAc.

NH40H. Meaningless data were obtained

using the Beckman-Ileath readout system at 540 nm. Switching to the
(600 nm) and recorder

Technicon colorimeter

system, it was observed that the biuret
the levels

of non-casein

protein

modules for a detection

method was insensitive

to

even when the milk sample remained

undiluted.
E.

The colorimetric

method for protein

and Randall (68) was considered

by Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr,
increase

the sensitivity.

absorption

biuret

reaction,

and much less subject

and the

~

Technicon colorimeter
established
filter

than measurement of the ultra-

at 280 nm, 100 times more sensitive

than measurement at 280 nm (68).
4.48-4.50

to disturbance

NH40II wash solution
and recorder

were used.

by turbidity

Using the

modules, a readout pattern

by the continuous filter

was determined colorimetrically

than the

The same HOAc-NaOAc
buffer of pH

which became more defined and regular

was replaced

to

Lawry's procedure had the advantage of

being 10 to 20 times more sensitive
violet

measurement developed

.

was

when the temporary

Nern-casein protein

at 600 nm. Manually,

the color

developed is measured at 750 or 550 nm.
It became apparent after
that the temporary filter

evaluation

had introduced

and thus created meaningless readout data.

of the foregoing methods
instability

into the system

Shorted cables were found

in the Beckman-Heath detectio n system which compounded that problem,
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Standardization

of the AutoAnalyzer II system

In order to establish

identical

reaction

AutoAnal yzer system, on a daily basis,
standardization

conditions

within the

a standard must be used.

procedure would compensate for the slight

ation of the Falin phenol reagent

deterior-

(89).

The standard had to be aqueous because organic standards
as phenol would corrode the clear
Tryptophan is undesirable

such

standard tubing on the AutoAnalyzer.

because of rapid deterioration

course of a few weeks (35).

Solutions

are very stable.

can withstand

L-tyrosine

This

of tyrosine

over the

on the other hand

SN H2so4 of SN NaOHfor

up to 30 hours at lOOC (25).
A standard
g of L-tyrosine

tyrosine

solution

in one liter

0.122 g NaOHto increase

solution

of the L-tyrosine.

standard tyrosine

discolored

slowly.

internal

scale of Technicon-Bristol

solution.

log circuit

The

If allowed to stand at room temperature,

The Technicon readout system was calibrated
value of 30.0 (% full

1.000

of deionized water which contained

the solubility

standard was stored at 4C.
the tyrosine

was prepared by dissolving

to give a readout
recorder)

for the

The recorder was equipped with an

which provided direct

linear

concentration

versus reading relationships.
The following procedure quoted in part and otherwise

adapted

from the Operation Manual for the Technicon AutoAnalyzer II System,
Technicon Publication
"Detailed

No. TA0-0170-00, September,1970 enti tled

Operation Procedures--Reference

Operation --Dire ct," was used to quantitate
samples.

Sample (RS):
non-casein

One Channel
protein

in milk
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I.

Start-up

procedure and continuous

analysis

1.

Assure that filter

....

Turn on all Modules (excep t Sampler and chart drive of Recorder).

')

is in place in the Colorimeter.

Sample probe should be placed in water wash.
3.

Plug in heating

4.

Allow system to warm up for 15 minutes with reagents

flowing.

Check bubble pattern

Check

temperature

bath.

Install

platen

and start

of flow and examine for leaks.

of heating bath.

5.

Turn on chart drive switch of the Recorder.

6.

Place MODEswitch of the Colorimeter

7.

Press the REC ZERObutton of the Colorimeter,
adjust

8.

is complete,

panel until

in position

DIRECT.

hold until

zero

and then release.

Rotate the REC ZEROADJ (screwdriver
control

Proportioning

adjust)

Recorder pen indicates

on the Colorimeter
zero on the chart

paper.
9.

Rotate the DISPLAYswitch of the Colorimeter

panel to nosi tion

TEST.
10.

Adjust STD CALdial of the Colorimeter
deflection

11.

on the Recorder.

REF. Adjust mechanical aperture

panel to

for sample channel

contro l panel to
of the Reference

Channel to obtain a reading equal to that obtained
sample adjustment

scale

(Do not exceed 95.)

Rotate DISPLAYswitch of the Colorimeter
position

control

SAMPLE. Adjust mechanical aperture

to obtain maximumenergy.

full

(Reads 100.)

Rotate DISPLAYswitch on the Colorimeter
position

12.

to obtain

on the previous

step.

with the

Pwnp.
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13.

Rotate the DISPLAYswitch of the Color meter
position

14.

control

panel to

OPERATE.

Adjust BASELINEcontrol

of the Colorimeter

to obtain

zero on

the Recorder.
15.

Fill

the Sampler Tray as follows:

10 ml of standard
ization.

Fill

tyrosine

In positions

solution

1 and 2, place

for the purpose of standard-

the remainder of the tray with samples to be tested

with a tyrosine

standard

16.

Start

(Reset Sampler if it does not start.)

17.

When the standard

Sampler.

in every tenth position.

tyrosin e solution

reaches steady state,

the STD CALdial on the Colorme t er control
Recorder indicates
solution
18.

the

the assay value of the standard tyrosine

(defined to be 30.0) .

Continue run of sample tr ay .
II.

1.

panel until

adjust

Shut-down procedure

After the la s t sample has been analyz ed, all pump tubes shoulu
be allowed to draw ueionized water for five minutes.

2.

Turn off Sampler, Colorimeter,

3.

Unplug heating bath module.

4.

Remove platen from proportioning
in entire

5.

and char t drive on Recorder.

pump when no liquid

remains

system.

Thoroughly clean out wash solution
accumulation of slme.

reservoir

to prevent
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Reference method
The Technicon AutoAnalyzer II system was calibrated
Kjeldahl method.

Non-casein protein

to the

content of Utah State University

2%milk was assayed on the AutoAnalyzer and by Kjeldahl digestion
using the procedure of Joslyn

(61) with the Hiller,

Plazin,

and

Van Slyke (52) modification .
Manually, the non-casein

protein

using AOACmethod 16.041 (eleventh

filtrate

edition,

was obtained by

1970).

Replicate

10 g

samples of milk were placed in a beaker with 90 ml 1-1
20 at 40-42C
Immediately 1. 5 ml of 10% IIOAcwere added; the

and mixed well.
reaction

system was stirred

five minutes.
blue ribbon.

The solution
If

well and allowed to stand for three to
was filtered

the non-casein

nearly so, it \vas refilt

ered .

protein

using S&S filter
filtrate

paper #596

was not clear or
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSIONS
Automating the Lowry method for non-casein

protein

The Lowry method (68) was chosen to quantitate
protein

because of its greater

sensitivity.

as 0.2 µg/0.05 ml can be quantitated

non-casein

Protein levels

with "reasonable

precision."

Reagents were prepared according to Lowry et al.
exception of reagent D. Reagent A, a buffer,

(68) with the

consisted

of a 2%

of Na2co in 0.10 N NaOH. Reagent B was a 0.5% solution
3

solution

CuS04 ·sH o in 1% sodium tartrate.
2
liter

to aid solution.

A pellet

Deionized water was used in making reagents
Ca(OH)2 and Mg(OH)2 precipitates

were fonned when distilled

1vater was used.

by mixing reagent A with reagent Bin
prepared fresh each day.
(Harleco,

Reagent C was prepared

a 50:1 ratio.

Philadelphia)

diluted

Reagent C was

1:1 with deionized water.

to retard

the slight

loss of

(89).

The Lowry method was automated for non-casein
using the flow diagram shown in Figure 1.
1:6 and then precipitated

4.50 (page 25).

The continuous filter

to one an<l one-half

the precipitate.

protein

analysis

The milk sample was diluted

by a HOAc-NaOAc
buffer prepared according

to AOACmethod 16.042 (eleventh edition,

equivalent

which

Reagent D was Folin -Cioca lt eau phenol

TI1e phenol reagent was refrigerated
activity

of

of NaOHwas added per

A and B to avoid insoluble

reagent

as low

1970) and adjusted
at a speed setting

to pH
of 3,

inches per minute, adequately

Sample integrity

and wash characteristics

collected
were found

Figure

1.

Continuous

flow diagram for automa ting

the Lowry method

SAMPLER
20 SPH

FILTER

v

! '--------'
W

COLORIMETER

600nm

RECORDER
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to be :improved if an air bubble was inserted
the non-casein protein
was first

filtrate.

phenol reagent.

turns of coiled glass tubing,

filtrate

(reagent C) and then with

After thorough mixing in 14

the reaction

a 59C waterbath for 3 minutes.
600 nm in the colorimeter

uptake of

The non-casein protein

mixed with the copper solution

the Folin-Ciocalteau

just after

system was passed through

The blue-violet

color was read at

and recorded continuously

on the recorder

module.
Precipitation
than a mixing coil,

was effected

inside the filter

block rather

the advantage being that casein precipitate

not accumulate in the block as it did in a mixing coil.
advantage was that with time the sticky precipitate
continuously
and restricted
block.

spinning mixing paddle located

One dis-

adhered to the

inside the filter

passage of sample and buffer precipitant

To prevent

did

block

through the

this overflow and consequent high readings,

block was removed ever y 30 to 45 rni11utes and cleanecl out.

the

At the

same time, the mixing paddle was wiped off with a K:imwipe. This
cleaning procedure was completed within ten seconds.
the wash phase was passing through the block,
effect

If done while

the cleaning

had no

on the readout value.
With the adhesion of casein precipitate

NH40Hwash solutions

proved inadequate.

could not remove the adhering precipitate
it did remove interfered
that a wash solution

to the mixing paddle,

A 2~ NH0H wash solution
4
completely and what casein

with the readout pattern.

It was found

of 0.1 ml of a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of Triton X-100

with absolu te methanol per liter

of deionized water was adequate.
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The system was operated

at 20 sph with a 1:1 sample to wash

ratio.
In all studies,

the standard

tyrosine

solution

was calibrated

to read out at a value of 30.0 (% full-scale).
Reproducibility

of the automated Lowry method

Two studies
very reporducible

demonstrated
data.

that the automated Lowry method gave

In the first

study,

eighty replicate

tyrosine

samples were assayed having a mean readout value of 57. 7 % full
111erange was 56.5-61.0% full
of 1.38.

The standard

scale with a coefficient

deviation

The second repeatability
of USUskim fortified

of 25 replicate

samples

The mean readout value was 37.5%
scale.

full scale with a range of 37. 0-38. 5%full
variability

of variability

was 0.80.
study consisted

2%milk.

scale.

was 0.90 and the standard deviation

The coefficient

of

was 0.32.

of the automated Lowry methoJ

Linearity

Fol in and Ciocal teau (35) gave data which showed Beer's law was
followed explicitly
quantitated
Lowry et al.

when O. 25-4. 0 mg tyrosine/100

colorimetrically

ml solution

with the Folin phenol reagent

were

alone.

(68) also found the procedure to obey Beer's law even

down to the range of 0.1 to 1.7 µg protein/0.05

ml protein

solution.

Two experiments were conducted to determine if automated analysis
of non-casein

protein

using Lowry's method also followed Beer 's law.

In the fi rst USU 2%milk was mixed with instant
diluted

with water to give ten solutions

These protein

solutions

non-fat

dry milk and

of varying protein

were then quantitated

as follows:

concentrations.
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First,

the casein was precipitated

16.041 (eleventh edition,
on S&Sfilter

1970).

'Ihe casein precipitate

was collected

paper #596 blue ribbon, and the non-casein protein

content of the filtrate

was quantitated

Secondly, the series

of milk solutions

Analyzer II system.

A plot of% full

Figure 2 represents
showed a linear

according to AOACmethod

by Kjeldahl nitrogen

were assayed on the .Autoscale versus%

ten sets of duplicate

correlation

coefficient

assay.

NCP shown in

determinations.

'Ihe data

of 0.9894.

Figure 2 shows that the automated Lowry method is linear
to non-casein protein

levels

up

of 1.40% which is about twice that to

be found in normal milk according to Shahani and Sorruner(102).
Secondly, a tyrosine
of which was exactly
solution
dilutions

solution

was prepared,

the concentration

three times that of the tyrosine

used for standardization

of the AutoAnalyzer.

were prepared and analyzed in triplicate

1, 3/4, 2/3, 3/5, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/7 (1able 2).

reference
The following

on the AutoAnalyzer:

Figure 2.

Percent full

scale vs

percent non-casein

of automated Lowry method

protein

for establishing

linearity
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Table 2.

Data from tyrosine

linearity

Dilutions

study

% Full Scale
1st Pass

2nd Pass

3rd Pass

1

88.5

86.5

86. 5

3/4

68.0

67 .0

67.5

2/3

61. 5

60.5

59.5

3/ 5

55.0

55.0

55.0

1/2

46. 5

45. 0

45.0

1/3

31. 5

30.0

31.0

1/4

24. 5

24.0

24.0

1/7

14.0

13.5

14.0

This data is shown graphically
The dilution

of 1/3 is the same concen tration

that in the standard reference
solution

in Figure 3.

solution.

is defined to be 30.0% full

up to approximately

The standard

as

tyrosine

scale which represents

NCP. Thus from Figure 3 it is apparent
method is linear

of tyrosine

0.72%

that the automated Lowry

2 .10 % NCP, about three times

that to be expected in normal milk.
The linear
The linear

correlation

regression

coefficient

for the data was 0.9993.

curve was found to bey

= 86.lx

+

2.4 .

Figure 3.

Perc ent full

scale vs dilution

Lowry method using tyrosine

for establishing

solution

linearity

of the automated.
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Interference

of chemical preservatives

1be possible

interference

with the automated Lowry method

of the chemical preservatives

HCHO,

HgC12 and K2cr 2o with the automated Lowry method was investigated.
7
1be control was USU 2%milk. Each preservative was added in increments
of 0.05% (w/w) up to the maximumpercentage
(eleventh

edition,

1970, page 245).

suggested by the AOAC

Readings were taken after

zero

and two days at 25C.
Mercuric chloride

was found to interfere

color development in a negative

significantly

manner (Table 3).

with

An initial

drop

in reading was noted and this was more pronounced following

storage.

A slight

However,

further

reduction

was noted with the other preservatives,

work would be needed to establish

Table 3.

Data from preservative

study

% Full Scale

Sample

Control
0.05 % HCHO
0.10 % II
0.05% HgC12
0.10% "
0.15% II
0.20% "
0.25% II
0.30 % II
0.05% K2Cr2o7
0.10% "
0.15% II
0.20% II
0.25%
0.30 %
II
II

significance.

Day O

Day 2

36.0
36 .0
35.0
33.0
30.0
30.0
28.0
28.0
26.0
35.0
35.0
35.5
35.5
37.5
37.0

35.0
34 .0
34. 0
33.5
30.0
29.0
27 .0
26.0
23.0
33.5
34.0
34.0
34. 0
34 .0
34. 5
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Calibration

of the AutoAnalyzer with Kjeldahl nitrogen

USU 2%milk was used as the calibration
precipitated

standard.

according to AOACmethod 16.041 (eleventh

the precipitate

collect ed on S&S filter

the non-casein protein

the 6.38 facto

content of the filtrate

to convert non-casein nitrogen

0.902% non-casein protein

1970),
and

determin ed by Kjeldahl
sample s and using

to non-c asein protein,

was found in the filtrate.

Using the same USU2i milk as above, twenty-five
samples were assayed on the AutoAnalyzer.
was 37.5% full

edition,

paper #596 blue ribbon,

On t he basis of six replicate

nitroge n digestion.

The casein was

scale with a coefficient

replicate

The mean readout value

of variability

of 0.90.

This is the same data found i n the second reproducib ility

study on

page 35.
On the basis of this data and the linearity
system, a standard curve was constructed
tyrosine
full

solution

is calibrated

scale is equivalent

Analysis of indivjdual

of automated analytical

(Figure 4).

When the standard

to read out at 30 .0% full

scale,

37.5%

to 0.90% non-casein protein.
milk samples using the automated Lowry method

Using the flow diagram of Figure 1, USUdairy herd individual
samples collected

on 19 November 1972 were assayed for %NCP. The

milk samples had been preserved with less than 0.05% K2cr 2o7 using a
series

of K2cr 2o7 preserved milks as the basis f or visual

comparison.

Figure 4.

Percent full

scale vs percent non-casein

protein

for establishing

standard

curve to be used in detennin ation of the casein content of milk by difference
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Percent NCPwas determined using the standard curve (Figure 4).
Percent casein was calculated
protein(%

as the difference

TP) and% NCP. The% TP readings were obtained by

Dr. N. R. Gandhi (unpublished studies)
analyzer

between% total

using the infrared

(IRMA).

The dat a gathered is displayed

in Table 4.

milk

Table 4.

Individual milk samples analyzed for non-casein protein

SAMPLE
#

2118
2146
2276
2488
2540
2580
2658
2664
2676
2704
2712
2714
2744
2746
2758
2768
2842
2880
2912
2920
2930
2942
2948
2962
2982
2998
3002

%FULLSC.A.LE

62.S
42. S
43.5
69.75
60 .5
39.5
39.0
44.S
50.0
51.0
41. 5
41.0
45. 5
34 . 5
47 .S
48.5
41. 25
61.0
(2X)69.0
59.0
49.5
47.S
40.5
56.0
54 . S
29.S
49 . 0

%NCP

1. so
1.02
1.05
1.68
1.45
0.95
0.94
1.07
1. 20
1. 23
1.00
0.99
1.09
0.83
1.14
1.17
0 .99
1.47
( 2Xl. 66) 3 . 32
1.42
1..19
1.14
0.97
1.35
1.31
0. 71
1.18

(NCP) and casein

%TP (TOT.AL %TP-NCPor
PROTEIN)
% CASEIN
3 . 96
3.47
3.78
4.22
4.38
3 .44
2.92
3.80
3.81
4.34
3.34
3.64
3.94
3.35
4 . 37
3.23
3 .1 9
3 .95
5.62
5.53
3.98
4.40
4 .28
3.52
3.75
2.59
3. 77

2.46
2.45
2.73
2 .54
2.93
2.49
1. 98
2.73
2.61
3.11
2.34
2.65
2 .85
2.52
3.23
2.06
2.20
2.48
2.30
4 .11
2.79
3.26
3.31
2 .17
2.44
1.88
2,59

O

'6

CASF.IN
TP
62.1
70 . 6
72 . 2
60.2
66.9
72 .4
67.8
71.8
68 .S
71.6
70.0
72.8
72 .3
75.2
73.9
63.8
69.0
62.8
41.0
74.3
70.1
74.1
77 .3
61.6
65.1
72 . 6
68 . 7

Table 4.

Continued

SAMPLE#

3018
3060
3086
3090
3108
3116
3120
3136
3140
3142
3154
3166
3170
3178
3192
3196
3256
3272
3274
3276
3278
3282
3286
3288
3298
3304
3306

%FULLSCALE

38.75
34.75
37.0
37.5
42. 0
37.25
50.5
51. 0
37.0
72.0
45.5
37.0
50.0
50.5
34.5
48.5
55.0
45.0
47.0
39.0
45.0
42.0
36.0
50.5
50.5
55.0
54. 5

%NCP

0.93
0.84
0.89
0 .90
1. 01
0.90
1. 21
1. 23
0.89
1. 73
1.09
0.89
1.20
1.21
0.83
1.17
1.32
1.08
1.13
0.94
1.08
1.01
0.86
1. 21
1. 21
1.32
1.31

%TP (TOTAL % TP-NCPor
PROTEIN)
% CASEIN
3.63
3.81
3.83
3.19
3.64
3.52
3. 54
4.13
3.40
5.28
3 .43
3.19
4.38
5.63
2.98
4.23
4. 50
3.18
3.25
3.50
3.69
3.95
3.07
2.99
4.75
4. 31
4.18

2.70
2.97
2.94
2.29
2.63
2.62
2.33
2.90
2.51
3.55
2.34
2.30
3.18
4.42
2.15
3.06
3 .18
2.10
2.12
2.56
2.61
2.94
2. 21
1. 78
3.54
2.99
2.87

O

7a

CASEIN
TP
74.4
77. 9
76.8
71.8
72. 2
74.4
65.8
70.2
73.8
67.2
68.2
72.1
72.6
78.5
72.1
72.3
70.7
66.0
65.2
73.1
70.7
74.4
72.0
59.5
74.5
69.4
68.7

Table 4.

Continued

SAMPLE#

% FULL SCALE

% NCP

% TP (TOTAL

PROTEIN)

3308
3316
3348
3352
3358
3362
3366
3374
3390
3394
3400
3404
3414
3424
3454
3456
3462
3466
3470
3480
3482
3484
3494
3498
3506
3508
3526

41. 75
34 .0
47 . 0
55.5
42.0
34. 5
37.0
36.5
45.0
38.5
47.5
48.5
48.0
40.5
35.0
36.0
43. 5
38.5
40.5
41. 5
39.0
35.5
58.5
37.5
37.5
70.0
42.5

1.00
0.82
1.13
1.33
1.01
0.83
0.89
0.88
1.30
0.93
1.14
1.17
1.15
0.97
0 .84
0 .86
1.05
0 .93
0.97
1.00
0.94
0.85
1.41
0 .90
0.90
1.68
1.02

4.19
3.47
4.27
5 . 07
3.99
3 . 09
3. 34
3.48
4.19
3 . 60
4.59
4 . 26
4. 21
3.66
4.00
3.32
4.30
4. 21
4.03
3.85
3.63
3,23
4. 37
3 .63
3.30
5.87
3,55

% TP-NCP or
% CASEIN

3.19
2 .65
3.14
3.74
2.98
2.26
2 .45
2.60
2 .89
2.6 7
3 .45
3.09
3.06
2.69
3.16
2 .46
3.25
3.28
3.06
2. 85
2.69
2.38
2.96
2.73
2 .40
4.19
2.53

O

'6

CASEIN
TP

76.0
76.4
73.5
73.8
74.7
73.1
73.3
74 .7
69.0
74 .2
75.2
72 . 5
72. 7
73.5
79 .0
74.1
75 .6
77 . 9
75 .9
74.0
74.1
73.7
67.7
75.2
72. 7
71.4
71.3

Table 4.

Continued

SAMPLE#

3532
3538
3542
3558
3562
3564
3568
3574
3578
3580
3584
3586
3604
3608
3614
3616
3618
3624
3632
3634
3638
3640
3644
3646
3648
3650
3656

%FULLSCALE

39.0
39.0
44.5
56.5
37.5
34 .0
33.0
48.5
46.5
47.0
37.5
39.5
39.0
33.0
34 .o
47.5
39.5
48.5
40.5
39.5
44.0
39.5
35.0
36.5
33.0
41.0
34.0

%NCP

0.94
0.94
1.07
1.36
0.90
0.82
0.79
1.17
1.12
1.13
0.90
0.95
0. 94
0. 79
0.82
1.14
0.95
1.17
0.97
0.95
1.06
0.95
0.84
0.88
0.79
0.99
0.82

%TP (TOTAL %TP-NCPor
PROTEIN)
%CASEIN
3.73
3. 72
4.62
5.32
3.56
3.21
3.30
4. 64
3.95
3.76
3. 71
3.67
4.22
3.13
3.43
5.01
4.12
4.42
3.87
4.09
4.23
4.14
3.24
3.67
3.57
3.96
3.13

2.79
2.78
3.55
3.96
2.66
2.39
2.51
3.47
2.83
2 .63
2.81
2.72
3.28
2.34
2.61
3.87
3.17
3.25
2.90
3.14
3.17
3.19
2.40
2.79
2.78
2.97
2.31

O

:i,

CASEIN
TP
74.8
74.7
76.8
74.4
74 . 7
74 .4
76.1
74.8
71.6
69.9
75.7
74.1
77. 7
74.8
76.1
77.2
7~.9
73.5
74.9
76.8
74.9
77.0
74.1
76.0
77 .9
75.0
73.8

Table 4.

Continued

SAMPLE
#

3658
3662
3668
3674
3676
3680
3682
3684
3690
3692
3696
3702
3704
3706
3710
3712
3714
3716
3722
3724
3726
3728
3734
3736
3738
3742
3748

%FULLSCALE

38.5
39.5
41. 5
41. 0
49.75
34.0
35.5
39.0
35 .0
35.5
41. 0
35.0
27.5
30. 5
33.5
39.S
36 . 0
37 .0
40 .0
36.0
30.0
35 .5
34. 5
39.25
41. 5
33.5
38 .0

%NCP

0.93
0.95
1.00
0 .99
1. 20
0.82
0 . 85
0.94
0.84
0.85
0.99
0.84
0.66
0 . 73
0.81
0.95
0 .86
0.89
0.96
0.86
0 . 72
0.85
0 .83
0.94
1.00
0.81
0.91

%TP (TOTAL
PROTEIN)

%TP-NCPor
%CASEIN

3. 72
3.85
3 . 84
4 .11
3. 63
3.19
3.35
3.52
4.49
3.58
3 .35
3.68
2.83
3 .1 2
3.15
3.47
3.74
3.59
3 .43
3.63
2.94
3 .5 3
3 .40
3 . 20
3.43
3 . 10
3 .49

2.79
2.90
2. 84
3.12
2.33
2 . 37
2 . 50
2 . 58
3.65
2.73
2 . 36
2 .84
2 .17
2.39
2. 34
2 .5 2
2 .88
2 .70
2 .4 7
2. 77
2 . 22
2 . 68
2 .5 7
2. 26
2.43
2.29
2.58

O

'li

CASEI
N
TP
75.0
75.3
73 . 9
75.9
66.0
74.3
74 .6
73.3
81.3
76. 2
70 .4
77 . 2
76.7
76 . 6
74 . 3
72.6
77 .0
75.2
72 . 0
76.3
75.5
75.9
75 .6
70 .6
70.8
73.9
73 .9

Table 4.

Continued

SAMPLE#

3750
3752
3764
3768
3772
3778
3780
3782
3784

BULK

%FULLSCA.LE

33.5
35.0
30.0
35.0
42.75
33.5
30.0
70.5
35.S
41.0

I

%NCP

0.81
0.84
0. 72
0.84
1.03
0.81
0.72
1.69
0.85
0.99

%TP (TOTAL
PROTEIN)

%TP-NCPor
%CASEIN

3.11
3.79
3.52
3.36
4.20
3.54
3.39
4.89
3.37
3.56

2.30
2.95
2.79
2.52
3.17
2 .73
2.67
3.20
2.52
2.57

o
7a

CASEIN
TP

73.9
77 .8
79.5
75.0
75.5
77 .1
78.8
65.4
74.8
72.2
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The casein levels of Table 4 were lower than some earlier
as 80% casein
Only one sample had as TIR1ch

reported findings.
contrary

to Rowland's (99) claims that casein constitutes

80% of the total

protein

of normal milk.

expressed as a percentage of total

over

The range of casein

protein

was 41.0-81.3% with a

mean value of 72.8%. This avera ge was below those reported

by

Shahani and Sommer (102), Rowland (99), Davies (24), and Golding
(42).

Seventy-five

samples of the 145 samples assayed lay within

the 70-75% grouping and another 44 samples between 75-80%. Twentyfive samples contained less than 70% (Figure 5).
I-bwever, the range of casein expressed as a percentage of
total

protein

agrees well with that found by Cziardo,

Biggs (unpublished studies)
one eliminates

who reported

Irvine,

and

a range of 59-82%. If

the 41.0% casein reading in this study and uses the

next lowest reading for the lower limit of the range, the range
becomes 59.5-81.3% which is in e,cellent
Irvine,

and Biggs.

agreement with Cziar<lo,

They report ed average casein levels

which is very consistent

of 73-74%

with the 72.8% found in this study.

The reason for varying casein content expressed as a percentage
of total

protein

is probably due to one or more factors:

2) presence of disease,

most notably mastitis,

1) genetics,

3) the total

errors

of the IRMAand Technicon systems, and 4) the need for further
optimizing of the NCPmethodology.
The automated Lowry method for quantitating

%casein has been shown to be practical,
improvements and modifications

rapid,

%NCPfor indirect
and accurate.

on the system remain to be made.

However,
For

Figure 5.
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example, while the sampling rate used in this work was 20 sph, it
may be possible

to accelera te the rate of analysis.

It is evident from the typical
the wash period may be reduced.

readout curves (Figure 6) that

Using glass transmission

tubing

throughout the flow system and in as short leng ths as possible
improve the wash characteristics

and enable even further

may

reduction

of the wash phase.
Due to the viscosity
left

and inherent nature of milk, a film was

by the milk in the transmission

sampler to the proportioning

tubing as it passed from the

pump. The air bubble which enters

the

line between sampling and wash phases sweeps off the film but this
residue

creates

a "higher-than-has-to-be"

wash valley.

A segmentatinh

probe would improve this aspect of the wash phase.
The slight

dip observed on some readout peaks may be eliminated

if an intersample

air compression (ISAC) fitting

is incorporated

the flow system.

This is essential

printer

if a digital

into

is going to

be used.
Nonetheless,
quantitation
eliminates

this AutoAnalyzer procedure for non-casein protein

and subsequent calculation
the tedious,

repititious,

methods for quantitation
strongly

of casein.

of the casein content

and time-consuming manual
This automated procedure is

reconunended for future milk analysis.

lend itself

to large-scale,

centrally

located,

This method would
analytical

development, analysis

milk

laboratories.

With further

might be extended

to other fluid

dairy products such as cream and half and half.

Chocolate milk might even be assayed if it were found that the
brown pigmentation

had no effect

on the chemistry involved.

Figure 6.

Readout pattern

of replicate

milk samples
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Quantitation
re-examined.
effective
absorption
filter

of non-casein

protein

at 280 run needs to be

This readout method would probably have been more

had the continuous filter

system been in use when

at 280 run was being evaluated.

was shown to produce erratic

Use of the temporary

readout patterns.

A shorted

electrical

cable which rendered the Beckman DBGspectrophotometer

inoperable

compounded the problem.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

The Technicon AutoAnalyzer II analytical

shown to be adaptable

to the assay of non-casein

following on-st ream precipitation
practical,
2.

of casein.

protein

in milk

This method is rapid,

and accurate.
The calculation

using total

protein

casein protein
3.

system has been

of the casein content

data from infrared

data is easily

of non-casein

Technicon AutoAnalyzer II.

milk analysis

(IRl\1A)and non-

accomplished.

The Lowry method for protein

quantitation

in milk by difference

protein

quantitation

is suitable

for

in a continuous manner with the

The automated Lowry method obeys Beer's

law.
4.
greatly
5.

The percent non-casein

protein

(NCP) and casein varies

from animal to animal.
Casein as a percent of the total

protein

in the milk samples

analyzed varied from 41.0 to 81.3% in the Utah State University
dairy herd .
6.

The automated assay for non-casein protein

well to a large,
7.

centrally

Interference

located,

analytical

laboratory

of the chemical preservative

automated Lowry method warrants further
of the chemical preservatives

would lend itself
facility.

HgClz with the

investigation.

The effects

HCHOand K2cr 2o7 over longer periods

of time also demand more attention.

61
8.

Adaptation

dairy products

of the automated Lowry method to other fluid

such as cream and half and half

is an area for further

research.
9.

Quantitation

of non-casein

re -examined using the continuous

protein

filter

at 280 nm needs to be

system for collection

of the

casein precipitate.
10.

The possibility

for further
transmission
sample probe.

study.

of an increased

sampling rate

is a matter

It is reconnnended that as short lengths

tubing as possible

be used as well as a segmentating

Increa sed detergent

help minimize precipitate

of glass

in the wash solution

build up in the filter

block.

may also
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